
298 WENTWORTH-SHEILDS ON REMOVAL OF A DOCK-WALL. [Selected 

(Paper No. 3019.) 

‘‘ The Removal of a Dock-Wall to form an Entrance to the 
Prince of Wales Graving-Dock, Southampton.” 

By F w a s  ERNEST WENTWORTH-SHEILDS, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. 

TIIE Prince of Wales  Graving-Dock a t  Southampton is approached 
from a  deep tidal basin known  as  the  Empress Dock, which is 

Scale, 1 inch = 64 feet. 

bounded by it concrete  wall, 51 feet  high  and 30 feet  thick at  the 
bottom. To complete the  entrance  to  the graving-dock it was 
necessary to pierce an opening  through  this  wall 120 feet wide 
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and 434 feet  deep, to  give a depth of 24 feet G inches below low 
water of spring tides. 

The old wall  which  had to be cut  away  was enclosed by  two 
rows of watertight  timber sheeting, A A and B B, Fig. 1,  the  ends 
of which  were firmly secured to  the wall. Water  was  admitted on 
both sides of this enclosure, but was  pumped from within it; SO 

that  under  the protection of the  sheeting  the concrete could be 
blasted and removed by hand. The work of piercing  the  entrance 
had been left  until  the  last, as the old dock-wall had served to 
shut  out  the  tidal-water  during  the construction of the  graving- 
dock. The  new  walls  had  in  January, 1895, been virtually com- 
pleted as  far  as  the  entrance; also the  new floor, except for a 
length of about 60 feet  immediately behind the old wall.  Over 
this  portion  the  earth  dumpling  had been sloped off, Fig. 2, as it 

was considered that  the  wall would be unable  itself  to  withstand 
t,he backward  thrust of the  water outside. Before the  water 
could be  admitted  to  the graving-dock side of the enclosure it was 
necessary to complete the floor. The  earth  dumpling  had accord- 
ingly  to be  removed, and  arrangements to be made to prevent  any 
backward movement of the old wall. 

The  outer  sheeting, A A, Fig. 1,  consisted of a single  row of 
timber piles. To  avoid interrupting traffic in  the Empress Dock 
this  sheeting  had  to be kept close to  the wall. Consequently many 
of the piles, instead of being  driven  into firm ground, merely passed 
through  the  overlying m d ,  and rested on the toe of the wall, or 
on large concrete blocks built  in  front of that toe. The piles  were 
of sawn  pitch-pine, 13 inches  square,  generally in  one piece, 
40 feet  to 50 feet long. They were driven  by a steam pile-engine 
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with a 20-cwt. monkey. They were not tongued, but were shod 
with  raking shoes, and  fitted  tightly. Sluices  were cut  in  the 
sheeting  to allow t,he enclosure to be flooded at   any time, and  to 
let  falling  tides escape before pumping was commenced. The 
ends of the  sheeting were closed into  the dock-wall by piles cut 
t o  fit its  curved bat.ter and  strongly secured to it by lewis-bolts. 
These return  ends were strengthened  with  stout  angle-straps 
bolted to several piles, and  by  chains  passing  round  the corners 
and lewised into  the wall. Several tons of old rails  and  iron 
blocks were  stacked on the  sheeting  and walls to  prevent  their 
being floated up;  and  to  prevent  water from passing in  under  the 
pi!e shoes, clay  and  gravel were thrown  out on both sides of the 
sheeting,  forming a watertight pediment. The  sheeting  was  then 
stiffened by  strutting  it  to  the  wall face. The  struts were of 
12-inch  square  pitch-pine,  10  feet  apart horizontally. In the 
centre of the  sheeting, where the  struts were of considerable 
length,  they  were  supported on intermediate piles. Two frames 
were  first inserted above low water, Fig. 2, the walings being 
bolted to  every second or third pile. This  greatly increased the 
stability of the  sheeting,  though i t  made the  walings somewhat 
troublesome to remove subsequently.  To  continue  the  strutting 
downwards, the space between the  wall  and  the  outer  sheeting  had 
to be  pumped out. A transverse dam, C C, Fig. l ,  of whole-timber 
piles, was driven to divide  the enclosure into two parts, and, by 
allowing each part to be  pumped out  separately, to  save  time and 
risk. To prevent  the feet of the piles moving inwards, a  frame of 
struts  was fixed by  divers a t  a depth of 11 feet below low water. 
Pumping was commenced early  in May ; the  plant consisting of 
a 6-inch and a  3-inch pulsometer, worked from a 25-HP. boiler. 
The  sheeting leaked considerably at first, but  caulking  with oakum 
and  sealing  with clay and  gravel  were resorted to  with good effect. 
An 8-inch Woodford pump  was added, and  in a few weeks the  water 
could be kept low enough toinsert  the  next frame of struts. Care 
was  taken  not  to lower the  water too much a t  first, so that  the 
sealing  material  might become consolidated by  the  gradually 
increased  pressure. As the  water was lowered, new frames of struts 
mere inserted  about 4 feet apart  vertically  until  the divers’ frame 
was reached. 

Meanwhile the  inner sheeting, B B, Fig.. 1, was erected. A 
timbered  trench  was  in March, 1895, sunk b e h i d  the old wall 
throughout  the exposed length, Fig. 2. I t  was  8 feet wide and 
was  taken down to 47 feet G inches below coping-level, that is, 
deep  enough  to allow a strip of the  permanent floor to he built 
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within it. Although i t  was immediately behind  the  wall,  the 
trench was fairly  dry;  the soakage water was thrown  by a  3-inch 
pulsometer into a manhole  oomlnunicating with  the contractor's 
drainage-pumps. The bottom of the  trench was reached about 
the  end of April,  and 5 feet 6 inches of concrete was spread 
over it, forming  part of the  permanent floor. The excavated 
material  was removed and  the concrete was  lowered by two %ton 
travelling  cranes  which stood on the old dock wall. A service- 
road  alongside  held the tip-wagons and  ballast-trucks. A whole- 
timber  sill was next  buried flush in  the concrete floor within  the 
trench,  parallel  to  the old wall and 2 feet G inches from it. It 
was secured to  the concrete by l-inch  vertical lewis-bolts, 2 feet 
6 inches long and 10 feet  apart. On this  sill rested  another, 
secured to  the first by 18-inch coach-screws 5 feet apart; and the 

uprights  forming  the  sheeting were secured to  this  upper  sill  by 
l-inch bolts, a layer of tarred  felt  being interposed to make a 
watertight connection. The  joints between the  uprights  were 
caulked with oakum. The sheeting  was  strutted  to  the  back of 
the  wall  and  had sluices cut  in it similarly  to  the  outer sheeting. 
The  uprights were not erected until  the whole of the  earth slope, 
and consequently the  trench  struts,  had been removed. 

Immediately  after  the  trench  was  sunk,  and  while  the concrete 
was  being  laid,  the work of removing the  other portion of the 
earth  dumpling  was commenced. The  material  was filled into 
skips  travelling on narrow-gauge trolleys, which were lifted  by 
a Scotch crane fixed on the  new dock wall a t  D, Fig. 1. In this 
way  the excavation  was  completed in  four 8-foot lifts, Fig. 2, 
during  the month of  May. The soakage water was led to a central 
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sump  and  was removed by  the 3-inch pulsometer. As soon as any 
portion of the floor was excavated, vertical  shutters were  erected 
round it, and  the concrete was inserted. While removing the 
earth  dumpling, special arrangements  had to be made to  prevent 
the old wall from being forced backwards by  the pressure of the 
outside  water.  For  this purpose long  raking  struts, those a t  
the  top  being  as much as 80 feet  in  length, of 1S-inch square 
pitch-pine,  were extended  from  various points on the  wall  to 
recesses cut  in  the floor, Fig. 3. The lower end of each strut 
rested  against a  %inch by %inch foot-block, bedded in the recess. 
Between the  strut  and  the foot-block were placed a pair of folding 
wedges for  tightening.  The  upper  row of four  struts, which were 
inserted before the  dumpling excavation commenced, ran  through 
to  the  wall.  The  lower  struts, on the  other  hand,  which were 
fixed at  the same time  as  the  inner sheeting, pressed against outside 
walings  that laced it together.  The  longer  struts were  supported 
by one or  two 12-inch by 4-inch props, and were tied down by 
;-inch chains  to  short pieces of old rail  buried in  the concrete floor. 
These prevented  the  struts from falling or rising  under pressure. 
It was  intended  to fix horizontal laces to prevent  lateral movement, 
but few were inserted,  as  the  struts were  found perfectly rigid. 
In  all,  twenty-seven  struts were  used to  maintain  the exposed 
section of wall, 120 feet  long  and 49 feet  high.  They performed 
their  work well, and  at no time showed signs of distress. The 
wall was  carefully  watched, but, in  spite of the  great pressure 
of water upon it (at times some 2,GOO tons), no movement 
occurred. 

With a  view to despatch, it had been specified that  the  ship 
caisson which was  to form the dock-gate  should be erected close 
to its final position; it was accordingly  built  about 6 feet outside 
and 3& feet  above its keel-blocks, Fig. 3. By the  end of June, 
1895, i t  was sufficiently near completion to be moved  home. This 
work was successfully accomplished by Messrs. Rennie  and Com- 
pany,  the builders. The  water  was  then  admitted between the 
inner  sheeting  and  the caisson by  turning  the  discharge-trough 
of the contractor’s drainage-pumps  into  this space. At  first,  when 
t,he caisson was  not  fully ballasted, the  water  was  kept low to 
avoid  floating it up, but  when  the caisson was completed, it was 
allowed to  rise  to low-water  level, Fig. 4. 

On the  7th  June, 1895, blasting was commenced on the wall. 
The  miners worked in  pairs, one holding a  18-inch steel  drill, 
while  the  other  struck  with a 7-lb. hammer. The holes were 
sunk to D depth of 2 feet to 3 feot, and  about 4 feet  apart.  They 
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were  fired at  meal-times  (t,hree times  per  shift)  with 5 lb. of 
powder, or  with 2 02s. of gelignite. Each hole drilled caused 
the removal of about 25 cubic  feet of concrete. Another  gang 
cut  away  the loose concrete, and shovelled it into  skips, which  were 
lifted by the cranes overhead, and were  emptied into tip-wagons. 
The service  roads  were supported on the  sheetings  and  intermediate 
piles, Fig. 4. The  total  quantity of concrete removed by  this pro- 
cess was about 2,500 cubic yards.  The work occupied 74 weeks, 
night  gangs  being employed for the  greater  part of that time. As 
the  wall  was broken  away, and  the  short  struts  to  the  sheetings 
were  consequently  released, long  struts  stretching across from front 
to back were  substituted  to  take  the water-pressure, Fig. 4. These 
were  tightened  with  folding wedges, and were kept  in position with 
puncheons and laces, like  ordinary  trench  struts.  To avoid risk 

of the piles floating  while  this work was in  progress, about 
200 tons of pig-iron, &C., were stacked on the  inner  and  outer 
sheeting.  Leakage  water  was removed from the box by  the same 
pumps which had served when fixing the  struts  to  the  outer 
sheeting. The  water  was  always  kept l foot or 2 feet lower than 
the concrete wall surface. Sealing  material  was  thrown outside 
and  inside of the  sheeting, which proved fairly  tight on the  outer 
side. The  inner  sheeting, however, allowed some water  to pass. 
The  water  in  the  Empress Dock was  generally  higher  than  that 
in the graving-dock entrance, Fig. 4 ;  the whole of the (‘ box ” 
was, therefore, t.ilted  slightly  towards the graving-dock. This 
caused  a slight  parting between the  upper  and lower sills of the 
inner  sheeting  and  admitted some water,  which  was reduced by 
clay  puddle packed by divers. The  entrance corners  were trimmed 
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to a true curve, Fig. I ,  a brick  facing  was  built  to  them between 
the coping and low-water level,  and  the  wall  was  cut  away  to a 
depth of 33  feet below the coping-level. This  depth  was reached 
a t   t he  end of July, 1895. 

At  this  point it was determined to  stop  all work, as it had been 
arranged  that H.R.H. the  Prince of Wales  should open the dock 
on  the 2nd August,  and  that a vessel should be repaired in it 
immediately  afterwards. Accordingly the  next week  was spent in 
removing the  temporary works. The enclosure was flooded by 
opening sluices  on the  26th  July,  the  pumps  having been previously 
removed. The  two cranes then removed the  rails  and pig-iron 
which  had been used for top weight. Then, working from the 
middle, the cranes lifted  the roads and cross-timbers on which 
they had  rested. This work occupied about 2 days. Meanwhile 
two  grab cranes,  mounted on barges, removed the  sealing 
material  which  had been thrown down in  front of the  outer 
sheeting.  The  top  waling,  which  was bolted to  the piles, was 
cut across a t  about  every 5 feet, as it was  impossible to  dram  the 
bolts. A powerful tug was then engaged to  pull away the outer 
sheeting.  Working from one end, a chain  was fastened  round 
four or five piles a t  a time  and  was connected to  the tug, which was 
started  forward  again  and  again till they were free. Those piles 
which  were  lightly  driven came out easily, but some which had 
penetrated 15 feet or so were drawn  with difficulty and, in one 
or  two cases, broke off. The  piles  being removed, the  struts  and 
walings floated up. Several boats and a small tug were ready 
to  take  the floating pieces to the  timber pond. The  inner  sheeting 
was  easily removed by  the same method. 

The  last  day of the week was  spent in testing  the  depth  to see 
that  there  was no obstruction above the  entrance level, fixed 
temporarily at  27 feet below high  water. A tide-gauge was first 
set  up on the  adjoining  wall,  the zero of which  was 27 feet 
below high water. The  test  was  then made by  dragging over the 
entrance a length of 35-lb. rail, 24 feet  long, suspended by $-inch 
chains from two boats placed side by side. Each  chain was hung 
over  a small jib  in  the  stern of the boat, and  was provided with 
tallies a t  every foot to show the  depth of the  rail below the  water- 
level. The chains  were lowered out  until  both ends of the  rail 
were the  same  depth below water,  and  the boats  were taken  along 
tracks  parallel  to  the new dock-walls. The  tracks were arranged: 
to overlap 5 feet  or so to avoid any obstruction being missed. 
One boat  was hauled  along a line  stretched between the caisson 
and an anchor correctly  laid in the  Empress Dock. The  other 
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was  kept  abreast of it with  the oars. Whenever the  rail came to a 
standstill  or appeared  to drag, a diver was sent down to find the 
obstruction,  and it was  promptly removed. 

On the 2nd August, 1895, the opening  ceremony was performed, 
and  shortly  after  the steamships Paris ” and “ St. Louis ” were 
successfully docked. The work of removing the old wall was then 
resumed, this time by means of submarine blasting. A raft 33 feet 
long and 18 feet wide  was moored over the  wall, pigs. 5. It was 
formed by two  parallel pontoons, fixed a t  a clear  distance of 3 feet 
6 inches from each other,  which space was  bridged  by  the deck 
planking.  This  planking was  pierced by five vertical openings 

Figs. 5. 

P 

Scale, 1 inch = 20 feet. 
C R O S S  S E C T I O N  

about 6 feet  apart,  through each of which passed boring  tackle. 
The tackle consisted of a 6-inch steel tube, screwed together in 
lengths of 3 feet, reaching from the borehole to  the  decking 
of the  raft.  Inside  this tnbe, the  boring tool was worked, generally 
a steel chisel, 4 inches wide, attached  to  several  lengths of li-inch 
square  bar also screwed together.  This tool was “jumped ” by a 
gang of four men. The debris  was  cleared out  with a pump 
auger  in  the usual  way, the  tackle for lifting  the tools being 
fastened to the roof of the  raft. As the hole was sunk, the  tube 
followed down. At  first, each borehole was  sunk only 2 feet or 
3 feet, and  the  raft was shifted to a fresh  place;  but i t  was found 
more profitable to remain in one position for the  day,  in which case 

[TEE INST. C.E. VOL. cxxx.] X 
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the holes generally reached a depth of 5 feet. The five tools were 
worked  simultaneously, and at  the  end of the  day  the holes were fired 
one by one. Each  charge consisted of 10 ozs. of gelignite packed 
with a detonator  into a tin case and attached  to a  waterproof 
fuse long  enough to occupy 10 minutes  in  burning.  The  boring 
tools having been lifted out, the fuse was  lighted,  and  the case 
was lowered by a long  line  to  the bottom of the borehole. 
The  boring  tube  was  then  drawn  up  to 5 feet or 6 feet  clear of 
t h e  concrete surface, so that  the explosive should not damage it. 
Little disturbance  was noticed on the  raft,  but inside the caisson 
at  the dock-entrance the shock was  felt severely. On the follow- 
ing  day  the  raft  was moved to a new position-generally ‘3 feet 
from the  last one-and the process was repeated.  Spccial care 
had  to be taken when blasting  at each end of the  opening, 
not to  undercut  the  entrance walls. The  tubes  in  this case were 
pitched by a diver, on those  portions which required removal. In 
all four hundred  and ninety-six  shots  were fired, and 1,992 lineal feet. 
of hole  were bored to  ren~ove  the 1,350 cubic yards of concrete that 
remained in order to  gain  the  full  depth of 37 feet G inches below 
high  water of spring tides. To remove the  blasted concrete,  a 
ladder-dredger capable of working  in 24 feet of water was em- 
ployed, and also a single-chain floating grab,  both filling into 
hoppers  and barges alongside. The  dredger was  useful to  lift  the 
concrete after it was first blasted, while  the  grab moved the heaps 
which collected in corners where  the  dredger could not reach. 
The  latter machine was more effectual in  the open, however, as 
the  grab somewhat shirkcd  the  hard  material unless it was first 
broken up. This  was sometimes done by  repeatedly  dropping 
on to  the concrete with  the  crane a  pile monkey armed  with heavy 
steel chisels. One  machine or the  other  was  at  work  nearly  the 
whole time  that  the  blasting proceeded-the raft  working  at one 
end of the  wall  and  the  dredger or grab  at  the  other. Owing 
to  frequent  interruptions for  docking  ships, &C., the work was not 
finally completed until  January 1896. 

The  work  was carried out  under  the  direction of Messrs. 
Galbraith  and  Church, MM. Inst. C.E., Engineers  to  the London 
and  South  Western Railwag Company, by Messrs. Lucas and Aird, 
Contractors. The  engineers were  represented a t  Southampton  by 
Mr. Maurice F. G. Wilson, M. Inst. C.E., and  the  contractors  by 
Ur. William Colson,  Assoc. RI. Inst. C.E. 

The  Paper is accompanied by  two  drawings and three photo- 
graphs, from  which the Figs. in  the  text  have been prepared. 
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